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Questions

What is your 
experience?

What brings 
you here?

Leadership? Curiosity?

01

About self care, 
mindfulness and/or 

yoga?

03

With self care, 
mindfulness and/or 

yoga?

02

What interests 
you?



Today’s Focus

Identify the benefits of being a self 
loving, mindful leader 

Learn mindfulness and self care 
techniques 

 Create a strategy to invest in yourself 

Identify and practice the virtues of 
mindful leadership

 

 

 



Your Leadership Method

High-Tech 
Leader-Centered

Low-Tech
Leader-Centered

High-Tech 
Member-Centered

Low-Tech 
Member-Centered



Leading Through Circles

Closing

Focus

Check-In

Agenda



“the awareness that emerges through paying attention on purpose, in the 

present moment, and nonjudgmentally to the unfolding of experience moment 

by moment”
~Jon Kabat-Zinn

Most of us spend each day having silent conversations with ourselves. 

Mindfulness is a kind of listening.

It is a kind of mental exercise for the mind much like physical exercise for the 

body.

Mindfulness Defined



Mindful Leadership
Applying the concept of mindfulness to leadership 

Pillars of leadership: 
Focus  Clarity  Creativity  Compassion  Optimism

 

 



Benefits of Mindful Leadership

Productivity

Focus

Resilience

Emotional 
Quotient



Create 
SMART 
goals

Assume 
positive 
intent

Learn

Stay 
Curious

Virtues of Mindful Leadership

Practice 
Empathy

Have a 
clear 
vision

Practice 
Pause

Maintain 
Balance



What is Self Care?

Massages, Manicures, Long Walks, Watching a Show

•Set good boundaries
•Embrace your total self: strengths and vulnerabilities
•Exercise and play regularly
•Know what relaxes you
•Make a checklist of small projects that you definitely can 
complete
•Reach out to people!

•Fellow leaders, family, and friends



Types of Self Care & Mindfulness

Connecting your 
mind and body 

Look, notice, feel, 
taste

YogaWalkingBreathing
Bear Breath

4 square breathing

Walking for 
pleasure, walking 
to notice, trying 

different ways to 
walk

Eating



Self Care

Team

○ Grab 5 minutes where/when you can…
○ You know you best, try to do something small for yourself
○ Try one new thing - a different walk into the building

○ Make it a part of every meeting
○ Be an example to others
○ Be accountable to each other - see 

something, say something

Individual

● Make it a challenge

Group
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Breathing Exercise



Posture
Seated in a chair 
Legs shoulder width 
apart and feet resting 
on the ground 
Shoulders are relaxed 
Straight spine 
Head is slightly tilted 
forward with a 
downward glance 
Eyes can be open and 
focused on a spot five 
feet away or eyes can 
be closed 
Mouth relaxed and 
slightly open 
Hands rest palms down 
on the thighs 
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Eating Circle Movement

Enjoy a snack  Create Community Move your body

Find a smell
Find a coziness

Breathe
Check In

Body Scan
Yoga

Special Reminders



Reinforces the 
Concept

Identify what “success” 
means to you 

Time to focus on what 
makes you happy

Learn new skills that help 
you get closer to your 

goals 

 

  

 



Next Steps 



Chair Yoga
&
Mindfulness



Why is yoga important?

01.
Stretches your body

02.
Self-Awareness

03.
Calming & Energizing

04.
Social-Awareness



Yoga Before School: Yoga Before Bed:
Star

Folding Star

Cobra

Downward Dog

Candle or 
Legs up the 
Wall

Constructive Rest

Resting Pose

Bear Breath



Resources & Materials
Yoga Dice
Yoga Card Deck
Hoberman Sphere
Calm Bottle
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